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Curvy girl Chrysi hikes into the mountains with her fiancÃƒÂ©. In no time at all, she realizes he is

not the man for her, as his faÃƒÂ§ade slips. What she did not expect, apart from a whiny man in

place of the charming guy she fell in love with, is an attempted kidnapping.Her hopes and dreams

are soon left shattered, and with a snow storm moving in, her engagement might not be the only

thing that is dead.Running from her would be kidnappers, she stumbles across Nevis. But can this

man be trusted, or is he a part of the conspiracy too?Nevis has escaped into the mountains to think

about his future. His father wants him to get a proper jobÃ¢â‚¬â€•What that really means is, his

father wants Nevis to work for him in the business he built from scratch. That is never going to

happen.What Nevis does not expect, is to find his mate wandering lost, as a deadly storm moves in.

The only problem? She is wearing another manÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ring on her finger. Nevis soon realizes

everything is not as it seems, and not only does he have to save her from the storm, but he also

must save her from the men who want to harm her.
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Chrysti and Nevis...Stranded together during a snowstorm, Chrysti and Nevis enjoy their new-found

mate status. Once the storm is over, however, real life intrudes. Chrysti's former fiance and his

partner in crime need to be punished for trying to kidnap Chrysti, Nevis's father is acting strange and

Chrysti's father, Harlan, is searching for his elusive mate.This just might be my favorite book so far

in this series. It has an HEA for Nevis and Chrysti, but there is a cliffhanger for Harlan. Who is his

mate? I hope we don't have to wait too long to find out.

Nevis is a photographer. He's also a bear shifter. His father is insisting he come work in his

company, in fact that is causing quite an uproar. So Nevis is in the hills, escaping his dad and

thinking about his future. This is where he meets Chrysi, running for her life in a snowstorm. Fate

has brought him his real mate. Now they just need to survive kidnappers, snowstorms and a father

acting more bizarre every day. Nevis & Chrysi learn to trust & support each other and are a

wonderful, sexy pair of smart, unique fated, loving mates. Quick read, riveting story.

urban-fantasy, family-dynamics, shifters, romance, seriesExcellent addition to the series! The

publisher's blurb gives clues but can't begin to prepare you for the enjoyment of the journey that the

characters take you on. The story covers romantic love, betrayal, family conflict, parental love, and

so much more, including hope. Well written and with a cast of characters that inspire you.

Chrysi goes thur some hardships with her so-called fiance and Nevis comes to her rescue. Nevis

father goes thru a health problem, I alwas though shifters were immune from things like this, but

evidently not. Touching story and a fantastic read. I bet I know who the next story was about.

Awesome series.Love all these characters, action,drama,adventures...the romance.Nevis finds his

mate in a snow storm. While she trying to escape her kidnappers .Chrysi's dad is a DRAGON!

OMG! Does that mean Fiona get a mate too?!

Chrysi what a beautiful way to spell our herione name. And Nevis so very strong and durable. I love

this series of our bears from Bear Creek finding and holding on to their fated mates. I look forward to

the next installment.

I really loved the really great story in this book. I could not put the book down till I finished reading

the whole wonderful story.Thank you so very much for writing this wonderful story.



This is a fantastic story that has lots of twist and turns and a forever love story. I loved it and had a

wonderful time reading it. Now I really want to read Harlan's story. Please be soon!!!
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